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Welcome To A-L-I
Acknowledge-Legitimize-Integrate is a core practice of compassion, sane making, and 
building emotional allyship with your inner child and inner self.  This comes from The 
Heal Yourself Strategy™.  Learn more about the course here:  The Heal Yourself 
Strategy™

Resources for this practice:

• The A-L-I Training Video:  A-L-I How-to Training
• Audio Guide: You can also use the A-L-I Audio Version to lead you through the 

practice. Click here: A-L-I   Audio   Guide  
• Feedback: I would love to hear your experience of this module, as it will help me 

improve it for you and others. Share your experience here: Feedback

I hope this contributes to your healing and well-being.  If you want more assistance or to 
learn more about how I heal codependency by restoring your safety, sanity, and self, 
visit:

• My website: www.freetheself.com
• Facebook: www.faceboook.com/freetheself
• The Community: community.freetheself.com
• YouTube: tv.freetheself.com

Remember, you're worth knowing, loving, and keeping!

Marshall Burtcher
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https://hys.freetheself.com/
https://hys.freetheself.com/
http://tv.freetheself.com/
http://community.freetheself.com/
http://www.faceboook.com/freetheself
http://www.freetheself.com/
https://www.freetheself.com/eforms/module-results-assessment/77/
https://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/ali-a.mp3
https://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/ali-a.mp3
https://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/ali-a.mp3
https://youtu.be/GjtkxfxgSKs


Step One: Acknowledgment

Choose an experience, feeling, need, or want you’d like to get more connection and 
integration with.

This can be applied to another person’s behavior, your behavior, an experience or 
situation.  Keep the focus of the questions on whatever you choose and don’t shift to a 
different focus.  

The typical focus of A-L-I how you feel about someone behaviors towards you.

Here's the Instructions:

• Step One: ASK:
◦ What do I feel about this?
◦ What do I think about this?
◦ What do I sense about this?

• Step Two: PAUSE with yourself and listen by checking in with how you feel in your 
body.  Sense into it and listen for a moment to what is there.

• Step Three: ACKNOWLEDGE AND OBSERVE what comes and acknowledge it by 
creating a discerning statement: I feel emotion about (them/situation/etc); “I trust, 
just a bit, in my awareness.”

• Tip: Keep an eye on your emotional and mental capacity as you do this;  it is OK to 
take your time and practice a bit of acknowledgment for a moment then stop (this 
is titration).  It is normal for some things to take time to be acknowledged.
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Step Two: Legitimization

We bring truth, reality, and sanity back by legitimizing the experience, emotions, and 
sensations that you experience.  

Instructions (you can use the chart below the instructions to help you):

• Step One: Rate the intensity of what you are feeling or sensing and note it below
• Step Two: Use an appropriate Legitimizer to help you legitimize what is present 

for you
◦ Pain Legitimizer  
◦ Feelings Legitimizer  
◦ Perspective Legit  i  mizer  
◦ Wants Legit  i  mizer  
◦ Needs Legitimizer  
◦ Limit/Boundary Legitimizer  
◦ Being Legitimizer  

• Step Three: Check with the intensity of what you are feeling and note any change 
below

• Step Four: Describe your experience with legitimization
• Use the chart below to track Steps 1 – 4

◦ 0 = calm;  10 = intense emotion

NAME THE
SENSATION

INTENSITY BEFORE
LEGITIMIZATION

INTENSITY AFTER
LEGITIMIZATION

DESCRIBE YOUR
EXPERIENCE

Fear 9 2 My fear is valid and not
something to fix 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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http://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/legitimizer-for-being.mp3
http://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/legitimizer-for-limits.mp3
http://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/legitimizer-for-needs.mp3
http://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/legitimizer-for-wants.mp3
http://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/legitimizer-for-wants.mp3
http://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/legitimizer-for-wants.mp3
http://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/legitimizer-for-perspective.mp3
http://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/legitimizer-for-perspective.mp3
http://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/legitimizer-for-perspective.mp3
http://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/legitimizer-for-feelings.mp3
http://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/legitimizer-for-pain.mp3


Step Three: Integration

Pause, Acknowledge, and Observe what shows up after Legitimization. The questions 
below can help you identify any shifts.  Answer the questions that are relevant to you and
your experience.

QUESTIONS ANSWERS

What have you discovered as you’ve 
practiced A-L-I?

(example: I found that I was really not believing 
what I went through was real)

What shifts have happened for you?

(example: I felt a lightness start to come in as I 
acknowledged what I had been through)

What results are you seeing in how you 
feel, behave, or choose?

(example: I am noticing I’m not denying what I went 
through; I’m even feeling a little compassion 
towards myself)

How safe does this change feel on a scale 
of 1 – 10, 1 = not safe, 10 = very safe.

Retrieve safety and regulate if you’re below
a 6 on the safety scale.

The Safety Retrieval Tool: MP3

The Daily Regulation Practice: The DRP

Use the Trust The Change Tool to increase 
the safety of the integration: Trust The 
Change MP3
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https://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/trust_the_change_v1.mp3
https://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/trust_the_change_v1.mp3
https://distribution.freetheself.com/becalm/guides/becalm-drp.pdf
https://distribution.freetheself.com/tlib/mp3/safety_retrieval_v1.mp3


Conclusion
Make this a daily practice for the rest of your life and you will find more peace, more 
confidence, and more sanity in your reality.

Share in the Thriving Beyond Community how you feel and what you learned today!

• Thriving Beyond Codependeny Community  

Got questions?  Need support?  Contact us here:

• experts@freetheself.com  
• Share in The Community

Remember, you're worth loving, you're worth knowing, and you're worth keeping.

Marshall Burtcher
Mentor in Thriving Beyond Codependency, Neglect, & Narcissistic Abuse

Phone: 208.918.0907
Web: http://www.freetheself.com/
Facebook: http://facebook.freetheself.com/
The Community: http://community.freetheself.com
YouTube: http://tv.freetheself.com/
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http://tv.freetheself.com/
http://community.freetheself.com/
http://facebook.freetheself.com/
http://www.freetheself.com/
https://community.freetheself.com/
mailto:experts@freetheself.com
http://tribe.freetheself.com/


Limits of Liability / Disclaimer of Warranty

The Authors and Publishers of this information have made their best
effort to provide a high-quality, informative book. No representations
or warranties of any kind are made with regard to the accuracy,
applicability, fitness or completeness of the contents of this book.

The Authors and Publishers accept no liability of any kind for any
losses or damages caused, or alleged to be caused, directly or
indirectly, from using the information contained in this book.

The Authors and Publishers disclaim any warranties (expressed or
implied), merchantability, or fitness for any particular purpose.

As always, the advice of a competent, legal, accounting or other
professional should be sought. The Authors and Publishers do not
warrant the performance, effectiveness, or applicability of any sites
listed in this book. All links are for information purposes only and are
not warranted for content, accuracy, or any other implied or explicit
purpose.

No part of this publication may be stored in a retrieval system,
transmitted or reproduced in any way without the prior agreement and
written permission from the Publisher.

Copyright 2008 – 2021 MBI Holdings LLC
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